
SUMMARY OF THE ISSUE

Theory and Philosophy of Psychology

Yu.I. Alexandrov, N.L. Alexanw
drova. Subjective Experience and
Culture: Structure and Dynamics

The article examines the formation
and dynamics of structures of subjecti�
ve experience and culture. Culture is
understood as an environment consi�
sting of artificially created patterns of
«affordances». The results of the res�
earch represent the evolution of impli�
cit social representations in the period
of social and economic changes in Rus�
sia. The authors describe language as a
special instrument used in individuals’
reports and self�reports on results of
their behaviour, with which they evalu�
ate the significance of individual res�
ults for the community; they argue that
this instrument is community�specific.
They give a complex definition of cul�
ture and discern its elements and units.
They also offer a systematic view of
morals and make an analogy between
morals as a feature of under�differentia�
ted systems in culture, on the one side,
and emotions as a feature of under�dif�
ferentiated systems in the structure of
subjective experience, on the other si�
de. In contrast with this, they link law
and consciousness to the high�differen�
tiated systems of the same structures.

Theoretical and Empirical Research

G.G. Knyazev. Extraversion, Psyw
choticism and Sensitivity to Reward:
Neurophysiological Basis of Two Perw
sonality Constructs

Gray’s theory offers arguably the
best to nowadays neurophysiological

explanation of personality. One of its
most polemical issues is the rela�
tionships between reward sensitivity,
which depends primarily on the activi�
ty of dopaminenergic brain structures,
and personality constructs of Extraver�
sion and Psychoticism. One part of the
researchers, including Gray, links the
high activity of dopaminenergic brain
structures to Psychotism while others
connect it to Extraversion. By contrast,
the author argues that the high activity
of dopaminenergic brain structures,
which mediates the activation of beha�
viour, is typical of both extraverts and
high Psychoticism scorers. Meantime,
such feature of extraverts as their posi�
tive emotionality and sociability might
depend on other mechanisms, arguably
on the activity of the opiate brain sy�
stem. This is illustrated by a series of
empirical research that shows that the
psychometric scales created for measu�
ring behavioural activation can correla�
te with either Extraversion or Psycho�
ticism depending on whether those
who created these scales had conside�
red positive emotionality an attribute
of behavioural activation or not. The
second series of empirical research de�
monstrates that under conditions of
psychophysiological experiment the
scale of behavioural activation (linked
to Extraversion) helps detect subjects
who show higher electrophysiological
manifestation of emotional arousal in a
reward situation. The third series of
research shows that the scale of beha�
vioural activation linked to Psychotism
is one of the strongest predictors of
substance use. Extraversion may also
be a risk factor but it is also positively
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related to subjective well�being, educa�
tional aspiration, and good rela�
tionships with parents which act as
protective factors for problem behavio�
ur.

Special Theme of the Issue. 
Information and Creativity

V.M. Petrov. Information Paraw
digm in the Human Sciences

The author deduces theoretically
what he defines as main tendencies of
development in various spheres (such
as total human activity, the system of
knowledge and the human sciences)
and examines them in the light of histo�
ry of the last centuries. He attributes
the central role in this development to
the so�called information paradigm
that helps reveal regularities in functio�
ning and the evolution of systems,
which include human beings, and it
combines these regularities with those
in the natural sciences.

C. Martindale. The Evolution and
End of Art as Hegelian Tragedy

Hegel argued that tragedy involves
a conflict between two rules or laws
that are both equally correct but can�
not be reconciled. His idea can be appli�
ed to the high arts. To be considered as
art, an artifact must communicate so�
mething and it must also be novel.
Eventually, these laws will come into
conflict. If novelty, unpredictability, or
entropy must increase continually,
eventually a point will be reached whe�
re they conflict with the necessity of
communication. That is, entropy will
be so great that art will be incom�
prehensible. When that point is re�
ached the art form will become extinct.
Evidence is presented showing that po�

etry is on the verge of extinction and
that classical music, painting, and scul�
pture are already extinct. Art has come
to its predestined end.

V.M. Koshkin. Creativity. Love.
Probability of Success

The author argues that, similar to the
individual success in love, the writer’s or
artist’s success with the public can be a
stimulus for creative work. He demon�
strates with figures in hand that creative
work (like poetry) is a kind of self�por�
trait, a sincere expression of the poet’s
psychology, and that the reader percei�
ves it accordingly. He also offers a “for�
mula of success” based on the idea of a
compromise between the partners’ over�
lapping areas of interests and their diffe�
rent preferred patterns of meaning. This
relates to a scientist or artist, on the one
side, and society, on the other: they are
involved in social games with each other
similar to love games played by indivi�
duals. In these terms, creative work and
love can be described identically. 

Work in Progress

A.O. Preobrazhenskaya. Realisaw
tion of the Subject’s Position in the
Autobiographic Narrative 

The article analyses the process of
psychotherapeutic counselling, which
is studied by both qualitative and
quantitative methods. The author uses
«narrative» for an objective indicator
of counselling dynamic and «the sub�
ject of life span» to characterise the
psychological component of changes
that the client in counselling undergo�
es through. The author discusses the
theoretical context of both categories,
narrative and the subject’s position,
and describes their elements. She gives
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the results of an empirical study that
show a connection between the chan�
ges in the subject’s position and narra�
tive in the process of counselling. 

V.A. Schtroh. Defence Mechaw
nisms in the Group Dynamic within
the Organisational Context 

This is a study of the phenomenon
of so�called group psychological defen�

ce in the organisational framework and,
in particular, in connection with the
culture of organisation. The author
examines various aspects of the rela�
tionship between the defence activity
of a group within the organisation and
the organisation’s culture. He also dis�
cusses some prospects for further studi�
es of group psychological defence in re�
lation to organisations.
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